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? This brief translated collection is selected  from the most popular books and essays of Janusz Korczak? 1878-
1942? , works written largely for the training of young educators in the 1920s.  Included here are translated 
excerpts 3 volumes -? The Boarding School? ,? Summer Camps? , and? House of the Orphans?- of How To Love A 
Child (1920), his most representative work from the period following the Poland?s  independence and the 
establishment of education and child welfare infrastructures, and in which he summarizes his personal practices 
and research concerning children. Here also are complete translations of the articles Theory and Practice and 
Teachers Trained by Children , which are short but much-loved lecture notes and essays in which are condensed 
Korczak?s practical ideas regarding research and teacher education in the field of? special pedagogy?. The 
documents herein trace Korczak?s pedadgogical practices based on his conception of children?s rights.  
This collection is selected and translated from the following Polish and Russian texts ;
? Janusz Korczak? Janusz Korczak dziela,t. 7, Warszawa,1993. 
? Janusz Korczak, Pisma wybrane,t.2,wstep i wybor A. Lewin. Warszawa,1978.
? Ianush Korchak,Kak liubit? rebenka,Kniga o Vospitanii, Moskva,1990.
? Ia.Korchak,Pedagogicheskoe naslenie, sost. K.P.Chulkova,Moskva,1990.
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